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D.C.’s Storytelling Interrogation Smash Hit Returns to the
Capital Fringe Festival: Can You Spot the Liar?
WASHINGTON—Four storytellers tell four hilarious and unbelievable stories. Three are true. One is not.
Listen. Laugh. Interrogate. Vote. Can you spot the liar? It’s a lot tougher than you think! Don’t miss
Washington, D.C.’s underground smash hit storytelling interrogation when it returns to the 2016 Capital
Fringe Festival for five original shows, each featuring a different cast and all new stories.
What:

Perfect Liars Club

Featuring:

Cohosts Cara Foran and Pierce McManus and a rotating lineup of
allstar raconteurs handpicked from Washington, D.C.’s storytelling,
improv, and standup comedy scenes

Where:

Martin Luther King Jr. Memorial Library
Meeting Room A:5 a.k.a “The Perfect Liars Clubhouse”
901 G St. NW
Washington, D.C. 20001
The library is located on the corner of 9th and G Streets, NW and is a
short walk from the Gallery Place – Chinatown Metro station. NOTE:
The venue is in the basement of the library and can be accessed via
the elevators to the rear right of the Great Hall.

When:

Thursday, July 7th at 7:00pm
Sunday, July 10th at 1:30pm
Wednesday, July 13th at 7:00pm
Saturday, July 16th at 3:30pm
Wednesday, July 20th at 7:15pm
Approximate running time: 80 minutes

Tickets & Passes:

Visit capitalfringe.org or call 8668114111

Photos:

For high resolution photos related to our show, please visit
http://www.perfectliarsclub.com/fringe2016

Perfect Liars Club
Publicist & Contact:

Pierce McManus, 2406015302, piercemcmanus@gmail.com and
http://www.perfectliarsclub.com/fringe2016

Fringe Festival Press
Contact:

Laura Gross, 2026958223, press@capitalfringe.org
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Why is Perfect Liars Club one of the most exciting shows coming to Capital Fringe this year?
●
●
●
●
●

It’s a local underground hit that always sells out its monthly show at The Bier Baron.
It features local talent picked from the city’s vibrant storytelling, improv, and standup scenes.
It’s participatory – the audience gets to interrogate the storytellers and vote on the identity of
the liar.
It’s very “Washington” – our audiences are sharp, competitive, and oh so eager to catch our
storytellers in a lie. Maybe a little too eager.
And there will be prizes. Everyone loves prizes.

About Perfect Liars Club
Originally started in 2013 by storyteller Layla McCay, Perfect Liars Club quickly became one the city’s
hottest storytelling shows with its simple but unique premise: Four people tell four stories. All are
captivating, but only three are true. Listen. Laugh. Suspect. Interrogate. Vote. Are you shrewd enough to
spot the liar? The stories are hilarious – but the interrogation is even better: you never know what
questions will be be asked or what evidence will be demanded of our storytelling suspects by the
audience in its determined quest to spot the liar.
When Perfect Liars Club last played Capital Fringe in 2014, it was one of the festival’s surprise hits with a
string of sold out shows and rave reviews. And while the show remains faithful to its crowdpleasing
formula, Perfect Liars Club returns to the 2016 festival with two new hosts and a lot more attitude. In
2015, McCay turned the show’s reins over to Perfect Liars Club regulars and celebrated D.C. storytellers,
Cara Foran and Pierce McManus. Under new management, Perfect Liars Club has continued to pack in
the crowds at its monthly shows and the audience response to the new hosts has been overwhelmingly
positive. Foran and McManus look forward to bringing Perfect Liars Club back to Capital Fringe this year.
About Capital Fringe
At Capital Fringe, our focus is on expanding audience’s appetites for independent theatre, music, art,
dance and unclassifiable forms of live performance and visual art. Capital Fringe is a catalyst for cultural
and community development, and a destination that brings artists and audiences together. Capital Fringe
thrives on amplifying the vibrancy of DC’s independent arts community and enriches the lives of those
who reside, work and visit here.
As a nonprofit business, Capital Fringe is made possible by: Reva and David Logan Foundation, Nora
Roberts Foundation, DC Commission on the Arts and Humanities, The City Fund, Dallas Morse Coors
Foundation, Prince Charitable Trust, Morris & Gwendolyn Cafritz Foundation, Share Fund of the
Community Foundation for the National Capital Region, MARPAT Foundation, DC Public Library
Foundation, PNC Bank, Fringe Board of Directors and Fringe individual donors and members.
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